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500 Cocktails is a comprehensive volume that may inspire even the most reluctant web host to
play bartender. With tips about everything from preparing the eyeglasses to stirring, shaking,

muddling, and pouring, 500 Cocktails will ensure success every time. The detailed dishes will guide
readers with precision, taking the guesswork out of fixing drinks.
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Cute book I am overall happy with the purchase. The purchase price was good for the quality and
size of the publication. Though it is small - its very long lasting. I was suprised it was a hardback
book. My book however did not have a cover, so its only a plain bright yellow hard back book. I
gave this as a gift to my brother who helps it be own beer. The images and writing are great.98) so
I found it here for approximately 5 bucks less. Great book and a great addition for just about any
bar! It provides great photos therefore many drink choices it's mind boggling. I bought this for an
exchange gift and everyone fought more than this in the dice game. I will definitely purchase this for
my very own bar at home Handy & shake em do it yourself Gave while a Gifft! Overall happy with
the purchase. I was shocked at how little the book was but filled up with many drink recipes.
Handy, practical and great enough to set on your coffee desk for guests to choose a favorite
cocktail from. Dandy I saw this reserve at an upscale cards shop in Scottsdale but refused to pay
out full price ($17. Thankfully the title of the book is on the binding so I know what it is, and it will not
get confusing with my toddler's table books! I though since he likes to drink this might be good.
Excellent reserve with many illustrations and photos. May need to order this for myself therefore i
have fun too! Great book This book have several recipes it really is nice and thick, and the great
thing about any of it is that it has pictures that way people know what to expect. Four Stars Clear
and nice picture Five Stars Good. Not sophisticated enough It's not a sophisticated recipe book,
seems best for beginners.
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